Commercial Specification

Hand Dryer Range
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about
us

At hyco we are dedicated to providing quality products, excellent customer service and comprehensive
technical support. We aim to find the perfect hand dryer solution that is tailored to your specific project
requirements and ensure this is a simple and straightforward process.
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Our expertise and product knowledge is founded on 25 years' experience selling hand dryers to the UK market, so you can be
confident in our recommendations. We have a dedicated specification team working nationally with architects, mechanical and
electrical consulting engineers and contractors to ensure the most appropriate and best product is selected right from the initial
concept and design stage. Our website provides access to full specification details and product manuals for our entire range.
We believe in providing a dynamic product range that offers reliability, durability and high quality. With a commitment to reduced
running costs, increased energy efficiency and quiet operation we can exceed your specification requirements - whilst saving you
money.
Our warranty options can be tailored to meet the bespoke needs of each specification project; this means the most appropriate
yet cost effective warranty can be created for you.
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No matter what your specification or budget our diverse range ensures you can find a stylish solution to best meet
the needs of your project. We aim to provide reliable products and exceptional performance quality. A range that is
kind to your hands, kind to your budget and kind to the environment.
Hygiene requirements are often a prerequisite to any project specification. Our full range features automatic, hygienic
no-touch operation; with certain models offering filtration and sterilisation technology to further support bacteria
reduction.
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Where high-end, sophisticated design is paramount hyco provide the stylish and intelligent blade hand dryer. With a
HEPA filter and UV sterilisation technology this offers a hygienic ‘hands in’ option to suit a variety of applications. The
long-life brushless motor ensures durable and reliable product life span.
If you require a high speed, energy efficient dryer, that is unparalleled in performance quality our ellipse is the ideal
solution. Quiet operation, fast dry time and sleek design make this a perfect, versatile, low impact option.
Even when faced with the most challenging environmental demands hyco can find a solution. Our slimline, ADA
compliant curve hand dryer is an attractive yet functional option that is particularly well suited to restricted space
applications.
The arc hand dryer is unrivalled when value for money and all-round performance quality are paramount. With
intelligent temperature control and a durable, compact stainless steel case quality is not compromised with this great
value product.
Our traditional hand dryer range consists of the contour, cyclone, hurricane and tornado; offering a lower speed
solution that maintains quality, style and performance.
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energy efficient
Our hand dryers are some of the most efficient on the market. Low power output
reduces running costs and saves you money whilst having a low environmental
impact. As a comparable figure the watts per 1000 dries and cost per 1000 dries
demonstrates the money and energy savings available to you.

fast dry time
Each high speed hand dryer combines fast dry time with efficient performance.
This will improve customer experience, reduce waiting times and increase
throughput in public areas.

Q
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quiet operation
Our hand dryer range offers products which are among the quietest in their class.
The advanced design specification provides high performance quality whilst
maintaining low decibel ratings.

3 year warranty
We take pride in the quality, reliability and durability of our products. Our new
hand dryer range is covered by a 3 year parts or replacement warranty.

great value
Our aim is to provide you with the highest quality product for the most competitive
price. The performance, specification and durability of our range will exceed your
expectations and is great value for money.
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energy efficient

great value

3 year warranty
fast dry time

quiet operation

choosing the best

high speed

High speed hand dryers are the future of the
hand dryer market and are a cost effective, low
noise option. Our range balances stylish design
and aesthetic appeal with longevity and
durability; meaning you can enjoy
high quality, attractive products at
competitive prices.
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hand dryer for you

traditional

Where a classic hand dryer is desired find
your perfect solution with our lower speed,
more traditional range. Robust design
specification and durable construction
ensures product performance you can
depend upon - even in the most
challenging environments.

At hyco we understand that not every project or
specification is the same, each will prioritise certain aspects above
others and be led by different factors. Our aim is to make it as easy as
possible to identify the hand dryer that best suits your requirements, without
having to spend unnecessary time comparing products.
The table opposite brings together what we consider to be the
key factors when choosing your hand dryer. This easy to understand tool
should help identify which hand dryer best suits your application
based on your specific requirements.

power
output
(kW)

dry time
(seconds)

sound level
(dB)

air speed
(m/s)

cost per
1000
dries

blade

0.6 - 1.85

10 - 13

70

95

30 - 60 p

ellipse

0.6 - 1.55

10 - 15

70 - 74

75 - 100

30 - 50 p

curve

0.3 - 0.9

10 - 15

69 - 77

95 - 115

15 - 30 p

prism

0.65 - 0.9

10 - 15

80

89

30 p

arc

1.25

15 - 20

72

60

60 - 80 p

contour

1.5

25

76

15

£1.25

cyclone

1.6

30

73

12

£1.60

hurricane

1.8

25

73

18

£1.50

tornado

2.5

20

75

30

£1.70
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Save
money
Some of the most
efficient hand dryers on
the market

Reduce
your carbon
footprint

Low power output
reduces running costs
and saves you money

Reduced energy
consumption and low
environmental impact

Intelligent temperature
control

Adjustable power
output and heating
element
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Our hand dryers are some of the most efficient on the market. Low power output reduces running costs and saves you money whilst
having a reduced impact on the environment. You can enjoy fast dry times without unnecessary energy being used to heat the air.
Smart temperature control and adjustable heating element on several of our hand dryers reduces carbon emissions meaning this is
an environmentally conscious and sustainable solution. As a comparable figure the watts per 1000 dries and cost per 1000 dries
demonstrates the money and energy savings available to you.
The competitive price of our full range is combined with high quality, durability and reliability. Not only can day to day running costs
be reduced, compared to other traditional dryers and paper towels, but associated staffing costs will also be impacted. Staff are no

cost (£) per year assuming 200 dries per day

traditional dryers

paper towels

£

600

energy efficient dryers

longer required to restock paper towel dispensers so their time can be utilised elsewhere.

120

20

16

blade
A built in HEPA filter and UV sterilisation technology help reduce the development of bacteria making
this an ideal solution for speciality markets where regulatory and compliance guidelines influence product specification.
The functional design specification with dual wave shape outlet ensures fast drying times and quiet operation.
A long life brushless motor reduces service costs and increases reliability and durability.
Choose from high or low air speed and intelligent heat control; heating element automatically switches
off when room temperature is above 25°C. The blade is one of our top 4 hand dryers in terms of energy efficiency.
The integral drain tank with level window helps maintain washroom interior, reducing cleaning requirements.

0.6 - 1.85 kW
HEPA filter and UV sterilisation technology
adjustable power output, element on/ off switch
fast dry time and energy efficient
intelligent temperature control
dimensions 700 x 300 x 215 mm

white

95 m/s

10 - 13 s

silver

£

30 - 60 p

Q)))
70 dB

2.5 - 5.1 W
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ellipse
A contemporary, stylish hand dryer that will compliment any washroom application. The ellipse offers a versatile,
low impact option where quiet operation and sleek design are desired. An adjustable heating element gives users the option to
reduce power rating down as low as 0.6 kW; providing an adaptable specification to ensure environment suitability and
maximise energy efficiency. The ellipse is one of our top 4 hand dryers in terms of energy efficiency.
Functionality and efficiency seamlessly combine to provide a quality, high speed hand dryer with exceptional
user experience. The superior design specification ensures an impressive dry time as low as 10 seconds; whilst
the LED 'dry zone' indicator optimises drying performance. You can tailor the output to meet your
specific needs with adjustable air speed and heating element.

0.6 - 1.55 kW
adjustable power output, element on/ off switch
fast dry time and energy efficient
dimensions 287 x 205 x 180 mm

white

75 - 100 m/s

10 - 15 s

brushed
stainless steel

£

30 - 50 p

Q)))

70 - 74 dB

2.5 - 4.4 W
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curve
A modern, quiet hand dryer that offers sleek and stylish design. The curve is an excellent option that can suit even
the most demanding operational requirements. With a compact design specification this is the perfect option
where restricted space is available. The slimline profile of just 100 mm increases the versatility of application and offers
a solution where other hand dryers are not suitable. ADA compliance means the curve can fit in any washroom.
The option to switch off the element and reduce the motor speed improve energy efficiency whilst allowing
you to tailor output to meet your specific requirements. With a low running cost of 15 - 30 p per 1000 dries the
curve is the most energy efficient hand dryer in our range and saves both energy and money. Easy, wall mount
installation replaces traditional methods of recessing your hand dryer to achieve ADA compliance.

0.3 - 0.9 kW
ADA compliant, slimline design - depth 100 mm
adjustable power output, element on/ off switch
fast dry time and energy efficient
stainless steel case
dimensions 268 x 152 x 100 mm

white

95 - 115 m/s

10 - 15 s

brushed
stainless steel

£

15 - 30 p

Q)))

69 - 77 dB

1.3 - 2.8 W
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prism
A modern hand dryer that will effortlessly compliment a variety of interior styles. Smooth lines and sleek design will make
this a subtle addition to most washrooms. Power output can be reduced down to 0.65 kW via an adjustable
element on/ off switch. This low power rating provides a seamless combination of comfort and efficiency; saving
money and energy. The prism is one of our top 4 hand dryers in terms of energy efficiency.
A vandal resistant stainless steel case optimises durability whilst a blue LED dry zone indicator
maximises user experience and product efficiency. The indication light demonstrates the most efficient drying
position within the air stream, ensuring washroom throughput is optimised with reduced dry times.

0.65 - 0.9 kW
adjustable power output, element on/ off switch
fast dry time and energy efficient
stainless steel case
dimensions 300 x 250 x 169 mm

white

89 m/s

10 - 15 s

brushed
stainless steel

£
30 p

Q)))
80 dB

2.6 W
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arc
The arc hand dryer seamlessly combines form and function. Where you require excellent all round value, versatile
application and high performance quality, this is the ideal solution for you. The quick dry time and low sound level are
combined with compact, durable design specification.
With intelligent temperature control the heating element automatically switches off when room
temperature is above 25°C. An integral air filter ensures clean air is used to dry hands, whilst UV sterilisation
technology can reduce the development of bacteria associated with wet surfaces.

1.25 kW
integral air filter
intelligent temperature control
UV sterilisation technology
stainless steel case
dimensions 255 x 173 x 150 mm

white

60 m/s

15 - 20 s

brushed
stainless steel

£

60 - 80 p

Q)))
72 dB

5.2 - 6.9 W
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contour
Where project specification requires a more traditional, low speed hand dryer the contour offers a stylish, unassuming
solution that is versatile in its application. This is the ideal cost-effective option where budget is restricted. Despite being
an economical choice this hand dryer maintains performance quality and aesthetic appeal. The compact, ergonomic design
with curved lines gives a contemporary look whilst the robust, durable design specification supports product reliability.
In environments where high powered hand dryers may be unsuitable or not desired having an alternative is
necessary. The contour's low air speed makes it particularly well suited to such settings.

1.5 kW
low air speed
strong, durable ABS case
dimensions 253 x 198 x 145 mm

white

15 m/s

25 s

£
1.25

Q)))
76 dB

10.4 W
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cyclone
The cyclone is a popular choice for projects requiring basic effectiveness and reliable performance,
making it suitable for a range of applications. Where specification is for a challenging environment which is sensitive
to high air speeds, heat level and noise disruption this hand dryer is an ideal solution. This will
avoid the necessity to consider a less hygienic option such as paper towels.
The cyclone still offers hygienic, automatic no-touch operation, similar to others in the range despite
providing a more traditional hand drying experience. The metal vandal resistant case and low
air speed makes this particularly well suited for use in schools.

1.6 kW
low air speed, suitable for schools
metal vandal resistant case
dimensions 206 x 268 x 150 mm

ivory white

12 m/s

30 s

£
1.60

Q)))
73 dB

13.3 W
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hurricane
The hurricane is a traditional hand dryer that combines reliable performance quality with durable construction.
A stylish curved design makes this an ideal solution across a variety of applications.
The metal vandal resistant case is beneficial for environments where high-use and high-risk scenarios
are likely; such as pubs, shopping centres and restaurants. With an air speed of just 18 m/s this is the lowest
in the range, making it a perfect choice for applications such as schools.

1.8 kW
low air speed, suitable for schools
metal vandal resistant case
dimensions 263 x 245 x 195 mm

ivory white

18 m/s

25 s

£
1.50

Q)))
73 dB

12.5 W
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tornado
A traditional style hand dryer that offers a reliable solution where a lower speed hand dryer is desired. The robust design
specification and durable construction of the tornado ensures product performance you can depend upon.
With a classic look and vandal resistant, stainless steel case this is the perfect choice for a variety of
applications such as factories, service stations and pubs. The chrome nozzle can be rotated for convenient,
hygienic hand and face drying; optimising user experience and increasing environment versatility.

2.5 kW
classic look
hand and face drying
stainless steel case
dimensions 235 x 275 x 210 mm

white

30 m/s

20 s

brushed
stainless steel

£
1.70

Q)))
75 dB

17.4 W

your
perfect
hand dryer
solution

national specification
We have a specification team working nationally with architects, mechanical and electrical consulting engineers and contractors
to ensure the correct product is selected from the project design stage.

technical support
We provide comprehensive pre and post sales technical support to distributors, architects, consultants, installers and end users.
Our technical sales team will help ensure that customers get the right product every time.

stockists
Our products are available nationally through most electrical wholesalers and plumbers merchants.

warranty
We take pride in the quality, reliability and durability of our products. Our new hand dryer range is covered by a 3 year parts or
replacement warranty. We understand not every project is the same, we are therefore able to tailor the warranty available to
meet the bespoke needs of any specification - at an additional cost. This represents our commitment to customer satisfaction
and project success.

product specification
We aim to ensure that all the information in this brochure is accurate at the date of publication. However, we reserve the right to
change specifications at any time without notice.

hyco.co.uk
01924 225 200
sales@hyco.co.uk
Hyco Manufacturing Ltd Normandy Court Express Way Castleford WF10 5NR

